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About Item

1. Universal Guitar Compatibility: 5 Core'smulti guitar stand floor rack is designed to
accommodate various types of guitars, including electric, classical acoustic, and bass
guitars.

2. Can Hold Up To 7 Guitars: This multi guitar rack has a large capacity and can securely hold
up to seven guitars and their bags or cases at once. You can trust this stand to keep your
instruments safe during performances or studio sessions without the risk of tripping over.

3. Sturdy, Safe & Reliable: Our multi guitar stand is built with sturdy metal construction to
provide reliable placement for your guitars. It offers a safe and stable resting place for your
instruments, with a rubber base to prevent any scratches on the floor.

4. Protective foam padding: This multi guitar rack has a foldable design and is equipped with
foam padding to protect guitars from damage and scratches. It also has a sleek black
powder coat finish for a professional look. The guitar rack can hold multiple guitars (7) at
once safely.

5. Easy to Install: Our guitar stand is designed for easy disassembly and installation, making it
convenient for storage and transport. The installation does not require a special tool; you
can set it up in minutes.

Product Description

The 5 Core portable 7 guitar stand is a must-have for every guitarist, offering
unparalleled support for all guitar types, including acoustic, electric, and bass. With its
exceptional strength, sturdiness, and road-worthy design, this stand provides the
utmost protection for your precious instruments.

This multi guitar stand features a robust steel construction and is padded with foam.
This thoughtful design ensures that your guitars are securely held without any risk of
scratching the finish or leaving unsightly scuff marks behind. The guitar rack is highly
portable, and it folds up effortlessly, allowing you to transport it easily.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features



7 Guitar Stand Foam Padded
Cradle

Collapsible Design Steel Construction

This multi guitar
stand features a
rack-style design
specifically built to
accommodate up to
seven guitars; it is
suitable for use with
acoustic, electric,
and bass guitars.

Equipped with a
foam-padded
cradle, this guitar
stand ensures
optimal protection
for your guitars.
The thick padding
safeguards
against scratches
and offers a soft
cushioning effect.

For convenient
storage and
transportation, this
Milti guitar rack has a
collapsible design.
You can easily fold it
up when not in use,
making it compact
and easy to store &
carry with you.

Crafted with
heavy-duty steel
construction, this 7
guitar stand ensures
durability and
reliability. Despite its
sturdy build, it remains
lightweight and
includes
rubber-gripped feet to
provide stability for
your guitars.

Multiple Guitar Rack Specifications:

● Color Name: Black
● Material Type: Iron
● Item Weight: 7.59 pounds
● Product Dimensions: 38.19×11.81 x 27.56 inches

Package information:

● 1× Guitar stand rack

Usages

The floor rack lets you access your guitars easily.

Use the guitar rack to hold your instrument collection.

Use the multi guitar stand to showcase your collection.

Keep your guitars safe, scratch free, and in mint condition.



The multi guitar stand is versatile & supports a wide range of instruments.

Benefits of products

Accommodate different types of guitars.

Easy and convenient storage with the collapsible design.

Simple transportation for gigs, rehearsals, or studio sessions.

Efficient space utilization by holding up to 7 guitars in a single stand.

Protects against scratches and damages with the foam padded cradle.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Sleek black powder coat finish.

Safe & reliable guitar placement.

Designed for universal compatibility.

Soft rubber padding provides gentle support & protection.

Rugged and heavy-duty construction for durability & reliability.

Why 5 Core



5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

7 guitar stand Yes No

Metal construction Yes No

Universal compatibility Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A



Question: Is there any safety cover?

Answer: Yes, the soft rubber padding in the guitar rack offers excellent protection
against scratches and damage.

Question: Is the floor guitar stand sturdy?

Answer: Absolutely; the rugged and heavy-duty construction ensures durability and
reliability.

Question: Is it safe to store multiple guitars?

Answer: Yes, the multi-guitar stand provides a stable and secure resting place for your
guitars; it has an inbuilt safety mechanism to securely hold your precious guitars.

Question: Is the guitar stand suitable for professional use?

Answer: Certainly, its rugged construction and reliable instrument placement make it
ideal for professional musicians.

Question:What is the advantage of the black powder coating?

Answer: The black powder coat finish provides a stylish and durable surface to the
multi-guitar stand, minimizing scratches and enhancing aesthetics.


